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Abstract
Training object detectors to segment large numbers of classes is challenging because
they require training masks for each class. A potential solution is to partially supervise
detectors using only bounding boxes for new object classes. While such boxes are easier
to collect than masks, collecting them still requires cumbersome, exhaustive instance
labeling from a pre-defined class ontology. We explore using natural language phrases for
which a rough localization in the image is available; we refer to such weak supervision
as approximately localized phrases (ALPs). We train detectors using masks from COCO
dataset and learn to segment 300 Open Images classes, 240 of which do not have any
labeled masks/boxes. Results show that ALP-supervised models outperform models that
only train with masks for base classes. We also develop a simple one-stage detector to
effectively learn from noisy localization of ALPs. Our model outperforms a comparable
Mask R-CNN baseline when trained with ALPs. Taken together, our results suggest
ALPs may be suitable for learning to segment a large number of object classes.

1

Introduction

Modern detectors [10, 15, 22, 31, 43, 66, 69] learn to segment objects using large image
datasets with mask annotations [42, 46]. Training detectors to segment many more objects
is difficult since collecting mask annotations is resource intensive [26]. Current scaling approaches for instance segmentation include partially supervised methods that use masks for
few base classes and boxes for novel classes [35], and weakly supervised methods that replace masks entirely with boxes [34, 68]. Can we scale further using cheaper annotations?
While boxes are faster to annotate than masks [56], collecting detection labels is also
cumbersome. Annotators need to exhaustively spot all instances belonging to a label ontology – either predefined [20, 42, 46] or gradually expanded [26]. Label ontologies vary across
datasets and cannot handle linguistic variations like synonyms (couch ⇔ sofa) or hypernyms
(rose ⇔ flower). Moreover, label collection requires strong inter-annotator agreement, so
masks/boxes cannot be collected before finalizing labels to avoid duplication. For COCO,
label collection accounted for ≈35% of the total cost of collecting mask annotations [18, 46].
To break away from label ontologies, there is a growing interest in using language supervision to pre-train vision models [8, 18, 19, 37, 60, 65]. However, the use of such supervision
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Figure 1: Scaling up instance segmentation using ALPs. Left: We train instance segmentation models using annotated masks and free-form phrases paired with boxes derived from
mouse scribbles. Right: Our model can predict reasonably accurate masks for novel objects
that do not have any annotated masks or boxes in training data.
for training detectors is hitherto limited. Natural language supervision has enabled openvocabulary detection [75], which involves generalizing to novel classes without knowing
them beforehand. One recent approach, ViLD [25], distills knowledge from CLIP/ALIGN
models [37, 60]. However, this approach trains with labeled masks for base classes only.
In this paper, we explore using language supervision for learning to segment novel
classes. Our task setup is straightforward, as shown in Fig. 1 (left) – we use training masks
for some base classes and free-form phrases for novel classes. We also relax the need of
precise bounding boxes by using only a rough localization through mouse scribbles/clicks.
We call these ALPs, short for Approximately Localized Phrases. We curate ALPs from the
recent Localized Narratives dataset (LocNar [59]). We use scribbles as an intermediary to
derive boxes, so ALPs do not require special model components to process scribbles [45] or
points [13, 16, 73]. Moreover, ALPs may be scaled up using image-text pairs are abundant
on the web, along with boxes obtained via class-activation maps [55, 64, 78] or attention
maps from large pre-trained vision models [37, 60, 74].
ALPs contain imprecise boxes that often do not completely enclose objects. This causes
difficulty in training R-CNN detectors, as they draw supervision by matching anchors with
ground-truth boxes as per area overlap. We think that boxes with imprecise edges should still
have their centers close to true object centers. Based on this intuition, we extend FCOS [67]
that uses center-based training supervision. We develop FCOS-MO: an FCOS with a Mask
head and Open-vocabulary classifier, to effectively handle noisy supervision of ALPs.
In summary, we study whether coarsely grounded language can aid in scaling instancesegmentation models to novel classes. In our experiments, we train FCOS-MO and Mask RCNN baselines using COCO masks and LocNar ALPs and scale to 300 classes of Open Images [4, 42]. We observe that ALP-supervised FCOS-MO improves over an open-vocabulary
baseline that only trains with base classes.

2

Related work

Partially box-supervised instance segmentation scales to many object classes by using
training masks for a small subset and boxes for the rest. Hu et al. [35] formally define
this task and introduce a model that generates class-specific mask head weights from box
head via a hypernetwork [28]. Recent approaches simply use a class-agnostic mask head
and learn shape priors [41], use foreground cues [5], or add auxiliary modules like mask
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boundary prediction [21]. Birodkar et al. [6] simplify prior methods by showing that deep
Hourglass [54] mask heads can seamlessly generalize to new object classes. Our task framing
extends partially box-supervised instance segmentation – we aim to reduce its scaling cost
by replacing precisely labeled boxes with ALPs.
Open-vocabulary detection generalizes to novel object classes without knowing them beforehand. Zareian et al. [75] propose this task as a simplification of zero-shot detection [3],
and learn novel classes by pre-training the detector backbone on image-text pairs. ViLD [25]
performs knowledge distillation [32] from CLIP/ALIGN [37, 60] to an R-CNN based detector. Recent works have also used pre-trained models to generate pseudo boxes for novel
classes [23, 36]. These methods use training masks/boxes for base classes and rely on external models to achieve generalization. Detic [80] and MosaicOS [76] additionally use labeled
images. Instead we use natural language annotations for novel classes.
Language supervised localization uses image-text data for learning representations that
transfer to detection and segmentation tasks. VirTex [18] pre-trains the detector backbone
on COCO Captions [14], LocTex [50] pre-trains on Localized Narratives [59]. MDETR [38]
uses paired image-caption-boxes to train a text-modulated object detector. All these methods
use training masks/boxes for object classes in downstream dataset. While pre-training may
be beneficial, we focus on directly co-training with masks and natural language supervision.
Weakly supervised instance segmentation methods replace masks entirely with cheaper
annotations, usually bounding boxes. SDI [39] uses GrabCut [63] to generate pseudo-masks
and BBTP uses a prior that bounding boxes must tightly enclose masks. BoxInst [68] adds
auxiliary losses based on mask shape and color similarity inside boxes. PointSup [16] proposes using a set of foreground-background annotated points together with boxes. While we
also aim to use less masks, we emphasize on learning to segment novel classes.
Scribbles/clicks as localization cues are widely considered as an annotator-friendly alternative to masks/boxes. Early works used scribbles for interactive segmentation [7, 44] and
learning semantic segmentation [45]. Scribbles and mouse clicks have aided scalable collection of mask annotations in datasets like COCO-stuff [9] and Open Images. Localized
Narratives [12] used scribbles to ground speech and text in images. Recent works have used
Localized Narratives to frame novel tasks using scribbles like scribble-guided image captioning [52] and retrieval [12]. In the similar spirit, we use scribbles to derive approximate
boxes that can scale instance segmentation models to hundreds of novel classes.

3

Approach

We are interested in learning to segment a large set of object classes C, without having access
to training masks for all of them. We use training masks for some base classes B, together
with approximately localized phrases (ALPs) that cover the remaining novel classes N . With
this framing, we have C = B ∪ N . Current methods for scaling instance segmentation that
use masks for base classes, and different types of supervision for novel classes are:
– Open-vocabulary methods use no explicit localized annotations for N . They acquire
novel classes by pre-training with image-caption data (OVR-CNN [75]) or by using external models like CLIP/ALIGN [37, 60] (ViLD [25]).
– Label-supervised methods use image-level labels for N . Notable recent methods include
Detic [80] and MosaicOS [76] that train detectors for ImageNet classes. These methods
rely on image datasets that are collected using a pre-defined class ontology.
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Figure 2: ALPs from Localized Narratives: LocNar annotators describe images verbally
while moving the mouse over approximate image regions. We collect phrases paired with
mouse scribbles; selected examples from LocNar-OID subset are shown above. ALP boxes
are imprecise and often do not tightly enclose the underlying objects.
– Box-supervised methods [6, 35] use labeled boxes for N . They are usually called partially supervised – we call them box-supervised to avoid ambiguity with ALP supervision.
Our task setup uses ALPs for N , comprising free-form phrases and approximate boxes. In
this section, we describe how we curate ALPs (Sec. 3.1), and introduce a simple FCOS-based
detector to effectively learn from the noisy supervision of ALPs (Sec. 3.2).

3.1

Curating ALPs from captions and scribbles

We instantiate our task setup by using training masks from COCO [46], and curating ALPs
from the Localized Narratives [59] dataset (LocNar). LocNar annotators verbally described
images while moving their mouse over matching image regions. Image captions are speech
transcriptions with each word having an utterance time-interval (t1 ,t2 ). They are paired with
scribbles that are provided as a list of pixel coordinates and timesteps (x, y,t).
We perform parts-of-speech tagging on captions using RoBERTa-base [49] model from
SpaCy [33] (en-core-web-trf). We extract adjectives and (consecutive) nouns as phrases.
We discard phrases with stuff classes [9, 40] like sky, water as they are not suited for instance
segmentation. For a particular phrase, let the union of utterance time-intervals of its words be
(T1 , T2 ). We extract the corresponding scribble segment as the set of points with a timestep
in (T1 − t p , T2 + t p ), where t p indicates a temporal padding hyperparameter [12].
We set t p = 0.5 and collect ALPs from two LocNar Subset ⇒
OID COCO
subsets of LocNar: COCO and Open Images [42] Number of images
504K 118K
(OID). The obtained phrase vocabulary is orders of Number of ALPs
2.75M 825K
magnitude larger than label ontologies of existing Unique phrases
51K 27.5K
segmentation datasets [26, 42]. See Fig. 2 for few
Table 1: Counts of curated ALPs from
examples, and Supplementary for more details.
the Localized Narratives dataset.

3.2

Model: FCOS-MO

Instance segmentation involves three subtasks – object classification, box regression, and
mask prediction. All three are challenging when training with ALPs because:
– Phrases are highly varied, including synonyms (couch ⇔ sofa) and hypernyms (sombrero ⇔ hat). Some fine-grained classes may be entirely missing in training corpus.
– Boxes are imprecise and may give improper training supervision.
– Mask prediction must generalize to novel classes without training masks.
These challenges position our setup at the confluence of two tasks that have hitherto been
studied in isolation: viz., partially supervised instance segmentation [35] and open-vocabulary
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Figure 3: FCOS-MO overview: The backbone extracts dense features (left), performs
center-based matches with GT boxes (middle) and passes them to heads (right). Mask head
trains on RoI-aligned features from GT boxes, and is disabled for ALPs. Open-vocabulary
classifier performs contrastive learning with spatial features from FPN and phrase features
from CLIP. We perform box quantization augmentation with ALP boxes and disable box
regression for them. Open-vocabulary classifier also has a 4-conv stem, excluded for brevity.
detection [75]. State-of-the-art models for both these tasks [6, 25] build on R-CNN [31, 61],
a two-stage anchor-based detector. Instead, we opt for one-stage anchor-free FCOS [67] that
relies on box centers for training supervision rather than edges or area, which we think is
better suited with imprecise boxes of ALPs. We call our model FCOS-MO – an FCOS
model with a Mask head and Open-vocabulary classifier to perform instance segmentation
and handle free-form phrase supervision; see Fig. 3 for an overview.
Background: R-CNN and FCOS. In two-stage anchor-based R-CNN models, the first stage
is a region proposal network (RPN) that uses fixed anchor boxes to predict some candidate
proposal boxes that are likely to contain any object, and the second stage makes final predictions using these proposals. For training supervision, anchors are matched with GT boxes if
they have high intersection-over-union (IoU). This matching gives correct supervision only
when GT boxes have a proper area coverage over the underlying object. This is often not the
case with boxes in ALPs, as seen in Fig. 2. Such noisy boxes may cause incorrect anchor
matches during training, and hence may hurt model performance.
While box areas are heavily distorted in ALPs, we observe that their centers deviate less
from true object centers. This makes FCOS favorable with ALPs as it relies on box centers
for training supervision – FCOS matches spatial features with GT boxes based on proximity
to box centers [67, 79], and includes centerness regression as an auxiliary training objective.
This form of supervision can aid in learning to localize novel classes while using noisy boxes.
Mask head: Recent state-of-the-art approach in partially supervised instance segmentation,
Deep-MARC [6], shows that a Mask R-CNN with a deep mask head (20+ layers) generalizes
well to novel objects, without any bells and whistles. [6] also suggests training the mask head
with only GT boxes, rather than with RPN proposals as is common in Mask R-CNN training.
We adopt the same approach as it does not require any anchors or region proposals, which
makes it easy to incorporate in FCOS.
Specifically, we use a 20-layer Hourglass [54] mask head with FCOS. This head uses
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GT boxes to crop 16 × 16 FPN features via RoI-Align [31] and predict masks for them. Our
mask head integration into FCOS is simpler than that in other recent models. For example,
CondInst [66] predicts instance-aware mask head weights using box head. CenterMask [43]
trains an attention-based mask head using predicted boxes as proposals. Recent works also
use custom formats to represent masks, like polar coordinates [72] or compact vectors [77].
In contrast, our design allows using any Mask R-CNN based mask head with FCOS.
Open-vocabulary classifier: FCOS uses |B| independent sigmoid classifiers to detect |B|
object classes. Since we train with free-form phrases, instead, we follow open-vocabulary
and label-supervised methods [23, 25, 75, 80] and use embeddings from a pre-trained language model. This allows our model to flexibly handle the variations in natural language
phrases (e.g. synonyms and hypernyms). We use the text encoder from CLIP ViT-B/32
model to extract phrase embeddings and keep them fixed during training, similar to [25, 80].
We use the averaged embeddings of 63 text prompts per phrase, as used by ViLD.
We train this classifier using a CLIP-style contrastive loss [27, 29] – we first project the
spatial features from the stem of classification head using 1×1 convolution such that their
feature dimension matches that of phrase embeddings. Then we compute pairwise cosine
similarities between each spatial feature and some candidate phrase embeddings, and apply
softmax operation with temperature τ = 0.01. The candidates comprise one GT target, and
other phrases in the batch serve as negatives for the contrastive loss.
For dense features that were assigned to background (no GT box), we use a fixed zerovector as the background embedding. During training, most of the spatial features are background. They may dominate in the loss computation and destabilize training, hence we
downscale their log-probabilities by α = 0.1, following prior works that use α-balanced
cross-entropy to mitigate class imbalance in object detection [11, 48, 75].

3.3

Training and Inference with FCOS-MO

Training: We train FCOS-MO with mixed datasets comprising mask annotations and ALPs.
For mask annotations, we use the name of object class as a phrase. When training with different sized datasets (e.g. COCO and LocNar-OID = 118K + 504K images), we sample
alternating batches from each dataset. The training loss has four components: mask prediction (binary cross entropy), box regression (GIoU [62]), centerness regression (binary cross
entropy), and region-phrase contrastive loss. We introduce a simple augmentation to improve
training of FCOS-MO in presence of noisy boxes of ALPs, described below.
Box quantization: As shown in Fig. 2, boxes derived from scribbles often do not fully cover
the underlying objects. This may lead to noisy supervision for both, FCOS and R-CNN based
detectors. To mitigate this, we quantize these boxes to an imaginary grid over image. We
stretch box edges outwards to increase the likelihood of enclosing the entire object. The grid
we use is scale-invariant – it has square cells of (Q · L/256) pixels, where L is the shorter
image edge (in pixels) and Q is a hyperparameter. We randomly sample Q ∈ {φ , 8, 16, 32}
for every instance; φ means no quantization. We apply this augmentation only for ALPs,
and disable box regression loss for those instances.
Inference: To detect classes in C, we use their phrase embeddings along with the background
embedding. We compute cosine similarity between spatial features and phrase embeddings,
divide by temperature τ, and apply a (|C|+1)-way softmax. We calibrate these scores by taking geometric mean with predicted centerness. After applying class-specific NMS, we input
the RoI-aligned features of predicted boxes into mask head and obtain mask predictions.
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3.4

7

Implementation details

We re-implement FCOS and Hourglass mask heads using the Detectron2 [71] framework in
PyTorch [57]. As shown in Fig. 3, we use a ResNet-50 [30] backbone with FPN [47] and
4-conv prediction heads applied on spatial features from five FPN levels (named P3∼P7).
We initialize the ResNet-50 backbone with ImageNet-pretrained weights and train the entire
model using SGD with momentum = 0.9, and weight decay = 10−4 . We use a batch size
of 32, distributed across 8 V100 GPUs and train for 270K iterations. We use a maximum
learning rate = 0.05, apply a linear warmup for first 1K iterations, anneal it to zero using a
cosine schedule [51]. We use SyncBN [58] in backbone, FPN, and heads. For heads, we
keep separate SyncBN statistics per FPN level [70]. We use large-scale jittering (LSJ [24])
augmentation that has significantly boosted Mask R-CNN performance – random rescaling
the image by (0.5, 2.0)× and using a padded 1024 × 1024 crop as input. We use automatic
mixed precision [53] as implemented in PyTorch for faster training.
FCOS [67] trains for 90K iterations without
Model
APbox
APmask
mask head, SyncBN, or LSJ. We verify our reFCOS (original)
38.9
–
implementation on fully supervised COCO; see
FCOS (reproduced)
39.5
–
val2017 APbox /APmask on the right. Our training
+ mask head
39.6
34.8
recipe performs on par with original model (39.5
+ 3× training
42.0
37.0
vs 38.9). In particular, our mask head enables seg+ SyncBN, LSJ
43.7
38.7
mentation, and adding SyncBN and LSJ improves
performance. Hence, we are ready for a fair com- Table 2: Re-implementing FCOS (and
parison between our model and strong Mask R- improvements) in Detectron2.
CNN baselines in our experiments.

4

Main Experiments

Our goal is to study whether ALPs can aid in scaling instance-segmentation to novel classes
without any labeled masks/boxes. To this end, we train detectors to segment |C| = 300 classes
of Open Images [4] by using training masks from COCO dataset (118K images) and ALPs
from LocNar-OID subset (Sec. 3.1). Upon manual inspection, we found that 60 OID classes
are covered in COCO, hence we have |B| = 60 base classes and |N | = 240 novel classes.
Evaluation: For these experiments, we evaluate according to the Open Images 2019/20
challenge [1, 2] and report Mask AP@IoU=0.5 (AP50 ) using maximum 100 predictions per
image, for validation (12K images, 23K masks) and test (40K images, 74K masks) splits.
We report performance for base and novel classes separately as AP50 -base and AP50 -novel.
The latter is especially challenging because the training data has no labeled masks/boxes for
novel classes that are semantically far from COCO (e.g, Handgun, Dolphin, Sculpture).
We compare ALP-supervised models with open-vocabulary and box-supervised models
to study how different forms of supervision aid in learning to segment novel classes. Stateof-the-art models for these tasks are based on the Mask R-CNN [31] architecture. Hence we
include a Mask R-CNN baseline with similar components as FCOS-MO, described below.
Baseline: Mask R-CNN⋆. We start with a standard Mask R-CNN with ResNet-50 backbone [30] and FPN [47] as implemented in Detectron2, and make three modifications for
fair comparison with our FCOS-MO model: (1) We use a class-agnostic box head in the
second stage for generalizing to novel classes. (2) We use Hourglass-20 mask head (instead
of 4-conv). (3) We replace the classification head in second stage with CLIP-based openvocabulary classifier, similar to our FCOS-MO (Sec. 3.2). With these modifications, we
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OID-v6 val

OID-v6 test

Model ⇓
AP50 ⇒
base novel
base novel
Open-vocabulary: COCO masks only
Mask R-CNN⋆ (ViLD-text style [25])
64.6 25.8
62.8 21.4
ALP-supervised models: COCO masks + LocNar-OID ALPs
Mask R-CNN⋆ (ALPs without boxes)
60.9 25.7
59.8 21.5
Mask R-CNN⋆
59.5 32.0+7.8
56.7 27.8+6.4
FCOS-MO
60.3 33.5+9.3
60.0 30.5+9.1
Box-supervised (oracles): COCO masks + OID boxes
Mask R-CNN⋆ (Deep-MARC style [6])
61.9 54.2
61.8 50.5
FCOS-MO
60.6 51.3
60.2 47.5
Table 3: Different task setups for scaling instance-segmentation: We train FCOS-MO
and Mask R-CNN⋆ on COCO→OID setup using different annotations for novel classes.
We evaluate on OID val/test splits. ALP-supervised models outperform an open-vocabulary
baseline on novel classes (middle vs top, green numbers show improvements). FCOS-MO
outperforms Mask R-CNN⋆ when trained using ALP supervision.
refer the final model as Mask R-CNN⋆ to avoid confusion. We train two variants of this
baseline using COCO masks and different types of annotations for OID images:
– Open-vocabulary: We only train with COCO masks. This model and training setup is
similar to ViLD [25], recent SOTA in open-vocabulary detection. ViLD also performs
knowledge distillation from CLIP image encoder to RoI-aligned region features. We omit
this due to computational constraints; it is orthogonal to our contributions.
– Box-supervised: We use box annotations of LocNar-OID images (1.9M boxes, 300
classes). These boxes are labeled and drawn by annotators with high precision, hence this
variant serves as an oracle for ALP-supervised models. This training setup and model
architecture follows [6], recent SOTA in partially box-supervised instance segmentation.
Mask R-CNN⋆ with ALPs: This model uses phrases with open-vocabulary classifier and
uses ALP boxes to train RPN and box regression head in the second stage.
We also include an ablation that discards boxes of ALPs and only uses phrases as imagelevel labels. Without boxes, this model uses ALPs only to train the second-stage classifier.
This way of training with image-level labels is similar to Detic [80]. We compute cosine
similarity between RoI-aligned features from the largest-area RPN proposal and all phrase
embeddings in the batch. For K ground-truth phrases, the target is a K-hot vector with values
1/K 1 . We scale this loss component by λ = 0.1, following Detic. With this ablation, we
can assess the utility of approximate localization supervision available with ALPs.
Training details for all models are same as Sec. 3.4. We calibrate classifier scores at
test-time by taking geometric mean with RPN objectness score, following ViLD and Detic.
Test-time hyperparameters: FCOS-based detectors have not been thoroughly benchmarked
with OID in existing literature. It is unclear whether the test-time hyperparameters used with
COCO are suitable for OID. So we search for the NMS threshold ∈ {0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1}
using the validation split. We use NMS threshold = 0.2 and score threshold = 0.05; these
parameters work best for all trained models.
1 Detic

uses binary cross entropy loss defined over all image labels. We cannot use it due to free-form phrases.
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Stop sign, Pizza, Zebra,
Mug, Bus, Briefcase,
Tennis racket

Coin, Jet Ski, Limousine,
Flag, Rabbit, Leopard,
Jaguar, Orange

Human mouth,
Human ear,
Adhesive Tape,
Seat belt,
Chopsticks,
Swimwear

Figure 4: Qualitative examples. Top: ALP-supervised FCOS-MO can predict reasonably
accurate segmentation masks for a variety of novel object classes despite using no labeled
masks/boxes for them. Bottom: per-category performance of ALP-supervised FCOS-MO.
Results: We show results in Table 3. Models that use ALPs for training outperform openvocabulary Mask R-CNN⋆ on AP50 -novel (middle vs top). This suggests that ALPs can aid
in learning to segment novel classes beyond solely relying on external pre-trained models.
Among models using ALPs, label-supervised Mask R-CNN⋆ underperforms the other two,
showing the utility of boxes derived from scribbles despite being very noisy. FCOS-MO
performs the best, which shows its effectiveness in handling noisy supervision of ALPs.
Qualitative results: In Fig. 4 (top) we show some predicted masks by our ALP-supervised
FCOS-MO model. To better visualize predictions, we pooled predictions of a single object
class across OID val split and sort them by confidence score [17]. More random examples
are included in Supplementary. We find reasonably accurate predictions for novel classes.
Majority of errors are due to misclassification rather than inaccurate masks, this suggests
that existing mask annotated datasets may be sufficient to scale up instance segmentation.
Per-category Mask AP distribution: Fig. 4 (bottom) shows per-category performance of
ALP-supervised FCOS-MO. The model performs best on base classes (pizza, zebra, mug).
At the middle of this distribution lie somewhat rare objects whose semantic neighbors may
lie in COCO (e.g. limousine → car). We find a cluster of novel classes where the model
performs the poorest – objects that are too small (e.g. chopsticks, adhesive tape), or part of
another whole object, where the latter is described by annotators (e.g. human ear → person).
Covering these may require specific instructions for annotators.

5

Additional Experiments and Ablations

The COCO→OID experiments in preceeding section show the utility of ALPs in scaling
instance-segmentation models. In this section, we present experiments with COCO [46] to
better contextualize our work with prior evaluation benchmarks. We experiment with two
settings from prior works using partial mask supervision for base classes:
– COCO VOC-masks [6, 35]: This setup splits |C| = 80 COCO classes into |B| = 20 base
VOC classes [20], and |N | = 60 base non-VOC classes.
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COCO VOC-masks [6, 35]: 20 base, 60 novel classes
Model
Mask R-CNN⋆
Mask R-CNN⋆
FCOS-MO
Mask R-CNN⋆

Setup ⇓ AP50 ⇒
open-vocabulary
ALP-supervised
ALP-supervised
box-sup. oracle

base
46.5
49.4
49.1
49.8

novel
11.0
13.7
17.5
29.0

COCO ZSD [3, 75]: 48 base, 17 novel classes
Model
Mask R-CNN⋆
Mask R-CNN⋆
FCOS-MO
Mask R-CNN⋆

Setup ⇓ AP50 ⇒
open-vocabulary
ALP-supervised
ALP-supervised
box-sup. oracle

base
39.8
42.5
42.7
43.4

novel
13.4
18.1
25.3
36.0

Table 4: COCO experiments: We train models on two different COCO setups and report
metrics on COCO val2017 split. ALP-supervised models improve open-vocabulary baselines. When trained with ALPs, FCOS-MO outperforms Mask R-CNN⋆.
AP50 ⇒
FCOS-MO
HG-20 → 4-conv

base novel
49.1 17.5
49.2 16.8

AP50 ⇒
FCOS-MO
– box quantization

base novel
49.1 17.5
47.7 16.7

AP50 ⇒
FCOS-MO
– centerness head

base novel
49.1 17.5
47.0 16.5

Table 5: FCOS-MO Ablations: All models are trained as per COCO VOC-masks setup. We
conduct ablations with mask head architecture, box quantization, and centerness branch in
FCOS-MO. Disabling these components degrades performance, especially on novel classes.
– COCO ZSD [3, 75]: This setup uses |B| = 48 base classes, and |N | = 17 novel classes,
remaining classes are ignored during training and evaluation.
Model Comparisons: We train four models like (Sec. 4): open-vocabulary Mask R-CNN⋆
baseline, ALP-supervised Mask R-CNN⋆ and FCOS-MO (using LocNar-COCO ALPs; see
Sec. 3.1), and box-supervised Mask R-CNN⋆ oracle. Note that Detic-style training is not
compatible with this setup – in COCO, images with masks and ALPs overlap with images
having ALPs. We keep all implementation details same, except training only for 90K iterations due to small dataset size (≈24 COCO epochs).
Results: Tab. 4 shows AP50 -base and AP50 -novel for both setups. We observe exactly same
trends as Tab. 3. Notably the gap between ALP-supervised models and box-supervised oracle
is larger – segmentation is challenging in these setups because of less training masks.
Ablations: We conduct basic ablations to study the effect of different modeling components in FCOS-MO. We select the ALP-supervised FCOS-MO trained on COCO VOC-masks
setup (Tab. 4 left, third row) as a base model and train three separate ablations – (1) Replacing Hourglass-20 mask head with the standard 4-conv head of Mask R-CNN, (2) Training
without box quantization for ALPs, to show how this augmentation makes our model less
sensitive to noisy boxes, (3) Disabling the centerness branch to observe the effect of only
center-based matching with ALPs. All results are shown in Tab. 5. Each of these ablations
underperforms our full FCOS-MO model, especially for novel classes.

6

Conclusion

In summary, we study scaling instance-segmentation models using natural language that
is approximately localized in images, and show a concrete instantiation of this task with
existing datasets. We introduced ALPs as a scalable alternative to using precisely labeled
masks and bounding boxes for scaling instance segmentation models. Our experiments show
that ALPs can indeed be a possible alternative, surpassing open-vocabulary baselines and
reaching towards the performance of oracle models that train on labeled bounding boxes.
Future work could explore scaling up further by curating weakly aligned image-text pairs,
with the help of large pre-trained vision models.
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